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BOOK LISTS DUE SUNDAY 

This is a reminder to Magnolia’s children and young people from 
age two through those entering grade eight in the fall that their 
book lists for the Summer Reading program are due this Sunday, 
July 21.  For those children between age two and third grade, the 
lists must contain at least ten (10) titles (and authors) from the Easy 
Reader (E) collection in the church library.  For those entering grades 
four through eight in the fall, the lists must contain at least three (3) 
titles and authors from the Youth Fiction (YF) or Youth Non-Fiction 
(YNF) collections.  Give the lists directly to Billy Warren.  On the  
following Sunday, July 28, each child and young person who  
successfully completed the program will be presented a book of his 
or her own during the morning assembly.  We encourage all  
children and young people to be ready to receive a book as their 
reward for being a part of this annual event. 

 
SOPHIE AND LEE 

All of us know little Sophie Richard.  She’s the kindergarten  
daughter of Hannah, the granddaughter of Lori and Jerry and the 
great-granddaughter of Beverly and George.  She has been a part 
of the Magnolia family literally since birth.  And she is perfectly  
comfortable with everyone of all ages within our fellowship.  Well, 
here’s a story you will enjoy.  When the Summer Reading Program 
was announced in early June, she approached Lee Freeman one 
Wednesday night following Bible classes and said something like, “I  
want you to read the ten books to me.”  Guess what?  Lee said  

 
something like “Of course, I’ll be happy to do that.”  So, each 
Wednesday night since then, Sophie and Lee could be found sitting 
at the big table in the church library with Lee reading aloud and 

Sophie listening 
studiously.  They 
completed the tenth 
bo o k  l a s t  
Wednesday night, 
July 10, and  
submitted the list to 
Billy Warren.  (Lori 
has some great 
pictures of these 

sessions.)  We are so impressed that Sophie took this project into 
her own hands, selected her own private tutor and stayed the 
course through its successful completions.  And we thank Lee for 
accepting her invitation to be a part of her plans! 

 
IN PRAISE OF THE FLIPPO FAMILY 

Ronnie and Faye Flippo, along with other members of the Flippo 
family, have established a scholarship at Northwest-Shoals  
Community College in honor of Ronnie’s late mother, Esther 
(McAfee) Flippo.  When Ronnie and his siblings were young, his dad 
lost his life in an industrial accident, so his mother rode a bus daily to 
Decatur to receive training as a Licensed Practical Nurse (LPN).   
Because of their devotion to and admiration of their wonderful 
mother, Ronnie, Faye and other family members wanted a  
deserving student at Northwest-Shoals to receive financial  
assistance each year.  The recipient must be pursuing a degree in 
the field of nursing.  We know you agree that the Flippo family’s 
decision to create this scholarship was both thoughtful and  
generous.  It will help to make a dream become a reality for many 
fortunate students for years to come. 

Room at the Table - Thursday, July 18 
Building Fund Sunday - August 4 
Bundle of Blessings - Saturday, August 17 

Our Sympathy  - We express our sympathy to the family of 
Mary Lou Greenhill, mother of Jim Greenhill, who passed away 
on Monday, July 15, 2019. Her visitation will be Thursday,  
July 18, from 12:00 p.m. until 2:00 p.m. at Morrison Funeral 
Home, Tuscumbia. The funeral service will follow at 2:00 p.m. 
in the funeral home chapel.   
 

 



 
 

¨ If you are unable to attend service, we encourage you to listen to Jimmy's messages on the website. Both the  
written and audio version available.  http://www.magnoliacoc.org/messages.html  

¨ “Words of Encouragement” - Listen for Magnolia’s daily radio spots on 91.3 WFIX. 

Capital Project for Building Improvement 

· To support Isaiah’s Call, bring one or more 
12.5 oz cans of chicken to church each 
week. Checks accepted - designate for 
chicken. 

EƵƌƐĞƌǇ�^ĐŚĞĚƵůĞ� 
ϳͬϮϭͬϭϵ >ŝŶĚĂ�'ƌĞĞŶŚŝůů 
ϳͬϮϴͬϭϵ DĂůŝŶĚĂ��ĂŐŐĞƩ�ĂŶĚ�>ŝůůǇ-�ŶŶ�,ĂǇĞƐ 
ϴͬϰͬϭϵ �ŝŶĚǇ�,ĂĐŬǁŽƌƚŚ�ĂŶĚ��ŽŶŶŝĞ�^ƚĂƌŬĞǇ� 
ϴͬϭϭͬϭϵ� �ƵŶĂ�,ƵĚƐŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�>ŝůůǇ-�ŶŶ�,ĂǇĞƐ 
ϴͬϭϴͬϭϵ >ŝŶĚĂ�'ƌĞĞŶŚŝůů 
ϴͬϮϱͬϭϵ �ŝŶĚǇ�,ĂĐŬǁŽƌƚŚ�ĂŶĚ��ŽŶŶŝĞ�^ƚĂƌŬĞǇ� 


